Accurate Identification and Selective Removal of Rotavirus Using a Plasmonic-Magnetic 3D Graphene Oxide Architecture.
According to the World Health Organization, even in the 21st century, more than one million children die each year due to the rotavirus contamination of drinking water. Therefore, accurate identification and removal of rotavirus are very important to save childrens' lives. Driven by the need, in this Letter, we report for the first time highly selective identification and removal of rotavirus from infected water using a bioconjugated hybrid graphene oxide based three-dimensional (3D) solid architecture. Experimental results show that due to the presence of a high intensity of "hot spots" in the 3D network, an antibody-attached 3D plasmonic-magnetic architecture can be used for accurate identification of rotavirus using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Reported data demonstrate that the antibody-attached 3D network binds strongly with rotavirus and is capable of highly efficient removal of rotavirus, which has been confirmed by SERS, fluorescence imaging, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) data. We discuss a possible mechanism for accurate identification and efficient removal of rotavirus from infected drinking water.